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Student_____________________________________________

504 Plan Coordinators should carefully review the following guidelines before identifying students to receive this
accommodation. If all guidelines are NOT met, and the student is given Calculation Device and Mathematics Tools
without proper documentation, the student’s assessment score may be invalidated, and the score would not be
counted in the overall assessment results.

In making decisions whether to provide the student with this accommodation, 504 Plan Coordinators should
consider whether the student has:

The student’s disability that severely limits or prevents the student’s ability to perform basic
calculations, such as single-digit addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division, even after varied
and repeated attempts to teach the student to do so.

Yes
☐

No
☐

*If the answer is ‘yes’ to the student’s disability severely limiting or preventing mathematics calculation skills continue to the
next chart. If the answer is ‘no’ to all three of the above questions, the student does not meet guidelines.

All three answers below must be ‘yes’ for a student to have the accommodation added to their IAP. Before listing the
accommodation in the student’s 504 plan, teams should also consider whether:
The student cannot perform calculations without using a calculation device, arithmetic table, or
manipulative during routine instruction.

Yes
☐

No
☐

Cite Evidence Yes
☐

No
☐

*If the answer is ‘yes’, continue to the next chart. If ‘no’, the student does not meet guidelines.
The student’s inability to perform mathematical calculations is documented in evaluation
summaries from locally administered diagnostic assessments.

Yes
☐

No
☐

Cite present reading levels: Yes
☐

No
☐

*If the answer is ‘yes’, continue to the next chart. If ‘no’, the student does not meet guidelines.
The student receives ongoing, intensive instruction and/or interventions to learn to calculate without
using a calculation device to ensure that they continue to learn basic calculation and fluency

Yes
☐

No
☐

Cite Evidence and Outcome results: Yes
☐

No
☐

If ‘no’, the student does not meet guidelines.
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